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The Office, which you should totally check out if you've never seen it before, is currently the most consistent show on television, able to
generate consistently funny jokes even as the plot goes into the toilet. The reaction to Michael Scott's exit to the Stamford branch will be

interesting. Whether he'll be replaced by a new corporate head or a new president of the company remains to be seen, but for now, we can
reflect on the fact that we've been watching Michael Scott since the beginning, and that this, his last season, will be an important step in the

development of the characters, and of the show. a documentary following four office workers in a british town, who have all worked at the
same office for 20 years. together they go about their daily lives as they consider their job to be no different than playing a video game. the

series was first broadcast in 1999 and aired for a further four series before finally concluding in 2013. as for the winner of the final
showdown, i think dwight should get it, since he's the only character on the show that really represents this season's main theme, "the

journey of getting there." (what's that you say, jim? you're the only character on the show with an appearance on a&e's bi-polar bear? oh
well, that's because i'm not a) a viewer of the bachelor or b) a delusional person who keeps waiting for michael to realize he loves him and
return to scranton. for the record, michael, i'm sorry. i know i'm supposed to be the epitome of loyalty and always putting the team above

myself, but come on, you're a grown-up. you know i love you. i hope you know that i know that you love me.
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Still, I'm confident it's
going to be Aubrey, from
inside joke wildcard and

all-around excellent
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actress Candace Bure,
who ends up with the job.
In season 1, she's the one
on the path toward full-

blown whackjob status, so
it's fitting that she's the

one who's now potentially
winning the corporate job
that will allow her to hold

her own with Michael.
Another decision I

appreciate is that the cast
of characters has reverted

to The Office's staple-
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casting: A few men and
women of color populate

the cast, as well as several
middle-aged white folks.

While there's nothing
wrong with these actors,
as Bure says in episode
10, the Oscar-winning

performance in Still Alice
was co-starring a woman

with dementia who's a
grandmother (Meryl

Streep). A future pick
might not be something
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like that, and it's nice to
see The Office represent

life in small, medium, and
large ways. Watching The
Office online is still not the
same as experiencing it in
person. It's much harder

to catch what's going on in
the background than it is
to read a printed screen-

cap, and it can be
distracting when we're in
the middle of an episode

to have to shift our focus. I
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still see no reason The
Office shouldn't be on

Netflix, where it can get
the benefit of the

extensive editing that
doesn't apply as much to

broadcast TV. It would
have to make a couple of
changes, like the semi-

impressive special effects
in the last minute or so of
"The Seminar" (just after
Susan mockingly picks up
the legal brief Oscar had
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left behind. "It's open!")
would have to be edited

out, but I'm sure they
could figure it out. The
Office is no stranger to

modified editions.
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